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PUBLIC AUCTION 
 
 

in VIGNOLA by Vaccari auction room 
 

philately - postal history 
postcards - literature 

 
 

sale catalogue no.75 
 
 

SATURDAY 18 APRIL 2009

  
 

Under way the new catalogue of Vaccari public auction sale 
which will be held on 18 April 2009 

in Vignola (Mo) by Vaccari auction room at 46, Via Buonarroti. 
 

 
FREE CATALOGUE SENT ON DEMAND 

 
SOON AVAILABLE ON INTERNET 

(mid March) 
ALSO TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH 

 
http://www.vaccari.it/filatelia/asta/index.php?_u=_asta&SetLanguage=en 

 

 

In the site, you can find what you are interested in easily, see the lots reproduced, send your safe offer quickly, 
consult (at the end of the auction) the list of unsold items and prices realised. 

 
 
 

NO COMMISSION CHARGES ON BIDS 
VAT INCLUDED 
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CHARITY INITIATIVE 
 
 
Following the positive experience of 12 April 2008 auction, when the double of the return (euro 3800.00) 
for a Risorgimento lot was assigned to AIRC (Italian Association for Cancer Research), for one of the lots 
of next auction the net return will be assigned to CHARITY to VIP-Modena (Viviamo In Positivo - let’s 
live positively) and Vaccari srl will add a sum equal to the price realised at the auction. The details 
relevant to the deposit will be published. 
 
The lot (928) is a group of space postage stamps and documents from different countries: Russia, China, 
Formosa, USA, France. 
Below two covers included in the lot. 
 
 
 

 

 
 

Russia 1994 - Orbital station MIR 
Space letter devoted to the flights Soyuz TM-18/MIR and 

Shuttle STS-60 Discovery which are in orbit in space 
contemporarily. To recall the first Russian cosmonaut on 

board an American Space Shuttle (S.Krikalev) 

 

 
 
 

 China 2003 
Cover of the first Chinese human flight.
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http://www.clownterapia.it 

 
Clowntherapy, that is the application of techniques coming from circus and street theatre to discomfort 
situations. About 2700 volunteers, purposely trained, who regularly visit hospitals, rest homes, 
communities for disabled people and for children, to bring unlucky people a bit of joy and relief. 
The VIP clown is a “missionary of joy”, is the one who brings love of life, hope, through special tools 
such as joy, smile, friendship, dance, mime, magic, music, the red nose. 
 
The non-profit national association VIP-ITALIA-Onlus includes more than thirty local associations all 
over Italy which utilize the clowntherapy. Once a year, all the VIP groups take part in the “National Day 
of the Red Nose”, to make their philosophy of life known. 
 
 

CLOWNS from MODENA 
http://www.vipmo.it 

 

 
 


